The computation of a certain class of four-point functions of heavily charged BPS operators boils down to the computation of a special form factor -the octagon. In this paper, which is an extended version of the short note [1], we derive a non-perturbative formula for the square of the octagon as the determinant of a semi-infinite skew-symmetric matrix. We show that perturbatively in the weak coupling limit the octagon is given by a determinant constructed from the polylogarithms evaluating ladder Feynman graphs. We also give a simple operator representation of the octagon in terms of a vacuum expectation value of massless free bosons or fermions living in the rapidity plane.
Introduction
In this paper we address the computation of the octagon form factor which appears as a building block for the evaluation of a class of four-point correlation functions of single-trace half-BPS operators in N = 4 planar SYM [2] . We are doing so using integrability-inspired techniques [3] [4] [5] [6] , and in particular the recently proposed geometric decomposition of correlation functions into hexagons [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The hexagons are form factors for non-local operators creating curvature defects. While the threepoint correlation functions of half-BPS operators are trivial, the four-point function of such operators have a rather rich structure.
As pointed out in [2] , in certain cases these correlation functions can be evaluated exactly. In particular this is the case in the limit of half-BPS operators with large R-charges and specially tuned polarisations the correlation function factorises into a sum of products of two octagon form factors, or octagons. From the point of view of the dual string theory, the octagon is an off-shell open string partition function with classical boundaries representing geodesics in AdS 5 . The closed string worldsheet representing a sphere with four punctures contains four consecutive classical geodesics. Such a worldsheet splits into two open-string worldsheets spanned on the four geodesics. Very recently it was discovered that similar factorisation occurs in any given order of the 1/N c expansion [13] .
In this paper we obtain a closed analytic expression of the octagon at any coupling in terms of a Fredholm pfaffian. 1 This allows us to represent the square of the octagon as a Fredholm determinant. To compute this Fredholm determinant, we write the Fredholm kernel K(u, v) on a basis of functions ψ n (u),
ψ m (u) T mn ψ n (v).
(1.1) with certain matrix operator T and further factorise by Fourier transform. If we restrict the sum to a finite "cutoff" N , the Fredholm deterrminant becomes a usual N × N determinant. It can happen, and this is the case in our problem, that the Fredholm determinant is given by the limit N → ∞ of the ordinary determinant. This procedure is similar to the method of degenerate kernels [15] used to solve integral equations. It is also possible to approximate the Fredholm pfaffian by ordinary pfaffians by applying the Pfaffian integration theorem [16, 17] . The advantage of this manipulation is that the multiple integrals break into sums of products of simple integrals. We claim that to any loop order the pfaffian can be recast as a determinant of another matrix. From the determinant representations one confirms by direct computation the conjecture of [18] that the perturbative expansion of the octagon can be recast as a multilinear combination of ladder integrals
In this sum the dependence on the polarisations is carried by the weight factors X n [8, 10] , to be recalled in the following, the coefficients c j 1 ...jn are rational numbers, and the (conveniently normalised) ladder integrals are given, for |z| < 1, by
3)
The form (1.2) of the perturbative octagon carries some resemblance to the result of Basso and Dixon [19] obtained for the fishnet limit of the N = 4 SYM [20] 2 . The analytic expression obtained in [19] for the fishnet has the form of a single determinant of ladders, while bootstraping the Ansatz (1.2) one obtains [18] a series in the minors of the semi-infinite matrix
(1.4)
Our explicit solution for the perturbative octagon is in the form of either pfaffian or determinant, of semi-infinite matrices with elements represented by series of ladder integrals. This gives in particular an explicit analytic expression for the coefficients c j 1 ,···jn in the expansion (1.2). Finally, we give an alternative derivation of the pfaffian and the determinant representations based on an operator construction of the octagon with free real massless Majorana fermions living on the Zhukovsky plane. 3 The paper is organised as follows. In the rest of this section we present the setup and the results. Section 2 gives formulation of the octagon as a Fredholm pfaffian. Section 3 is devoted to the perturbative analysis. Section 4 gives the CFT fermionic representation of the octagon.
The simplest 4-point correlation function
A half-BPS field is characterised by its position x in the Minkowski space, a null vector y giving its so(6) polarisation, and its scaling dimension K,
The correlation function for four such operators can be computed non-perturbatively by the hexagonalisation method designed first in [7] for the computation of the three-point functions and adjusted for the four-point functions in [8] [9] [10] . The sum over virtual states prescribed by the hexagonalisation simplifies for heavy fields (large K) and particular choices of the polarisations because some of the channels of propagation of the virtual particles are suppressed. In the correlators analysed in [2] the sum over virtual particles factorises into a sum of products of two octagons. An octagon O (g, x,z, α,ᾱ), sketched in Fig. 1 , is composed of two hexagons glued together by inserting a complete set of virtual states. It depends only on the bridge length between the two hexagons, 't Hooft coupling g and the cross ratios (1.6) in the coordinate and in the flavour spaces
The simplest four-point function that leads to such a factorisation, named in [2] the simplest, is characterised by (y 1 · y 4 ) = (y 2 · y 3 ) = 0. For example (the dots stand for the sum over permutations)
Figure 1: A sketch of the octagon O . The parameters z andz fix the conformal geometry of the octagon. The red lines symbolise the mirror particles propagating between the two hexagons, each one characterised by a rapidity u and a bound state number a. Each mirror particle has to pass across a 'bridge' composed of Wick contractions.
In the limit K → ∞ the simplest four-point correlator factorises to a product of two identical octagons with = 0, and α =ᾱ = 1,
There is another class of four-point functions considered in [2] , which are expressed in terms of octagons O with > 0. In the recent paper [13] the non-planar four-point correlators are expressed as polynomials of O 2 . It this paper we will focus exclusively on the octagon form factor O (z,z, α,ᾱ).
The octagon form factor
Here we remind the series expansion of the octagon as a sum over mirror particles mainly with the purpose of introducing our notations which are slightly different than those of [2] . As usual we denote by u the rapidity of the particles in the 2d quantum field theory describing the dynamics of the single-trace operators in N = 4 SYM. The dispersion relation for the physical particles E 2 a = a 2 4 + 4g 2 sin 2 pa 2 is parametrised by the Zhukovsky map
The momentum and the energy of the physical particles of type a are given by 10) where D = e i∂u/2 is the shift operator, to be used repeatedly in the following,
For some computations this operator representation of functions with shifted arguments can be quite efficient. We will use sometimes the commonly accepted notations,
We are interested in summing over the particles in the mirror dynamics whose energy and momentum are given bỹ
(1.13)
We consider an octagon with four physical and four mirror edges with the corresponding BMN vacuum at each physical edge, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The octagon is obtained by gluing the hexagons H 1 and H 2 along the common edge (0, 0)-(∞, ∞) by inserting a complete set of virtual states ψ with energiesẼ ψ . A state ψ contains an arbitrary number of fundamental particles and their bound states transforming in the skew-symmetric representations of psu(2|2)×psu(2|2). Symbolically
(1.14)
To write the explicit expression one should bring the two hexagon operators to the canonical hexagon H. The dependence on the cross ratios in the coordinate and flavour spaces appears through the similarity transformations H 1 → H and H 2 → H:
The parameters φ, ξ, θ, ϕ conjugated to L, p, R, J are related to the cross ratios in the Minkowski and in the flavour spaces, eq. (1.6), as
An n-particle virtual state ψ is completely characterised by the rapidities and the bound state numbers (u j , a j ) of the individual particles (j = 1, ..., n). Taking into account the explicit form of the hexagon form factors, one writes (1.15) as the following series of multiple integrals,
The three factors in the integrand/summand are defined as follows.
• The local integration measure
contains the intrinsic measure coming from the canonical hexagons
(1. 19) as well as factors depending on ξ = − 1 2 log zz and the bridge length .
• The symmetric bilocal factorsH ab (u, v) are produced by the diagonal part of the hexagon weights in mirror-mirror kinematics 20) where x = x(u) and y = x(v). The bi-local weights can be written with the help of the shift operator (1.11) asH
• The factor W matrix a 1 ...an accounts for the matrix part. The contraction of the flavour indices in the matrix factor can be done using the unitarity of the psu(2|2) S-matrix and the result is expressed in terms of the traces (transfer matrices), which in absence of physical excitations are simply the psu(2|2) characters. 4 The characters are expressed in terms of the variables φ, ϕ, α parametrizing the cross sections in the coordinate and in the flavour space. As suggested in [8, 10] and elaborated upon in [2] , one should consider two ways of dressing the mirror basis with Z markers and then take the average between the two choices. The matrix part takes the form of a sum of two terms
where χ ± a are the characters of the antisymmetric representations of psu(2|2), [8, 10] (cf eq. (47) of [8] )
where the dependence on ϕ and α is carried out by the factor 5
This form of the psu(2|2) characters follows from the generating function
.
The final expression of the series expansion for the octagon takes a form resembling a Coulomb gas of dipole charges
The multiple contour integrals were evaluated by residues order by order up to n = 4 in [2] . The perturbative result for the octagon obtained in [2] matched the five loops results in [23] obtained previously using the conformal symmetry, the hidden dual conformal symmetry and analytic bootstrap conditions. As explained before, it allows to extend these results to any loop order. 4 This is true only if the integrand does not contain singularities as e.g. double poles. 5 The factor λ ± is related to X ± in [2] by
1.3 Summary of the results
The octagon 2 as a determinant
Based on the representation of the series (1.26) as Fredholm pfaffian, explained in section 2.1, we give an explicit formula for the octagon in terms of the square root of the determinant,
The matrices I, C and K are semi-infinite matrices of the type M = {M m,n } ∞ m,n=0 . The matrices I and C are standard,
while the matrix K depends on the gauge coupling g and the cross ratios in the coordinate space through the angle φ and the parameter ξ defined in (1.16). Its matrix elements K nm are given for any coupling g by a non-singular integral of a product of two Bessel functions,
while the dependence on the cross ratios for the polarisations occurs through the factors λ ± defined in (1.24). According to (1.28) the octagon is expressed in terms of the moments of the matrix CK,
(1.31)
The n-th moment gives the contribution of a connected cluster of n virtual particles. Formula (1.31) provides an explicit expression for the Coronado integrals in (1.26) in terms of the moments of the matrix CK
In the main body of the paper we also represent (1.28) as the pfaffian of a semi-infinite matrix.
Perturbative expansion
The expression (1.28) is true for any coupling g. If one is interested in the perturbative expansion at weak coupling, the formula can be made more explicit. Within the perturbative expansion the octagon in (1.28) becomes a determinant and the formula for the octagon reads
where X ± = λ ± e −ξ and the elements of the matrix R = {R k,j } k,j≥0 are infinite linear combinations of the ladder integrals (1.3),
where f p are given in (1.3). In actual computations it is convenient to truncate the semi-infinite matrix R to a N × N matrix R N ×N = {R k,j } 0≤k,j≤N −1 . Such a truncation reproduces the perturbative expansion of the octagon to loop order 2N − 1,
For example, the truncation to a 3 × 3 matrix gives the perturbative expansion up to o(g 12 ),
The nine loop result presented in [2] is reproduced by truncating to a 5×5 matrix. To compare with [2] one should take f n = n!(n − 1)!F n .
The null-square limit
Here we comment shortly the null-square limit when the intervals between two subsequent operators in Fig. 1 become light-like, x 2 12 , x 2 13 , x 2 34 , x 2 42 → 0, or z → 0, 1/z → 0. In [18] it was conjectured that the logarithm of the octagon enjoys the following simple asymptotics,
The coefficientΓ is somehow similar to the cusp anomalous dimension. We were able to reproduce this asymptotics in the weak coupling limit from the determinant formula. In the null-square limit X n =z n and the determinant formula (1.33) gives for the logarithm of the octagon
The matrix elements of R simplify in this limit and for the determinant we obtain, after massive cancellations, the asymptotics (1.36). We checked that the perturbative expansion ofΓ(g) is in agreement with [18] . To computeΓ(g) to N loops it is sufficient to keep the first N terms in the series (1.37) and truncate R to an N × N matrix. For example, if we take N = 10, we obtain the nine-loop result (1.38)
2 The octagon as a pfaffian
The octagon as a Fredholm pfaffian
It has been pointed out in [14] that in some simple configurations the sum over the virtual particles can be recast in the form of a Fredholm pfaffian [24] . In this subsection we will develop the pfaffian representation in full detail. We first remind the definition of a Fredholm pfaffian in general.
Let K(u 1 , u 2 ) be a 2 × 2 antisymmetric matrix kernel of trace class defined on R,
Denote by J the standard 2 × 2 antisymmetric matrix kernel
The Fredholm pfaffian Pf[J + K] is defined as the series of multiple integrals with some integration measure dµ(u)
where
1) . The relation with the Fredholm determinant is
where I is the 2 × 2 matrix kernel of the identity operator. Now let us focus on the series (1.26). Using the pfaffian version of the Cauchy identity
we can write the product of the bi-local weights (1.21) as a pfaffian. In order to illustrate how the series is assembled into a Fredholm pfaffian, let us first neglect the bound states with a ≥ 2 and consider only the sum over fundamental particles (a = 1). It is quite obvious that the grand canonical sum of virtual particles is the expansion of a Fredholm pfaffian of the skew-symmetric kernel
which is obtained by shifting with ±i/2 the arguments of the kernel (1.21),
In order to formulate the exact statement we need to specify the measure. The n-particle pfaffians (2.3) then give the product of the bi-local factors in the integrand in (1.26) times pieces of the local measure. For that we will compare the terms with n = 1 and n = 2 in the expansion (2.3) with the contributions of one-and two-particle states to the octagon.
• For n = 1
and the pfaffian gives the first factor in the intrinsic measure (1.19) with a = 1,
It is identified with the matrix in (2.6) for n = 2, with
The pfaffian gives the bilocal weightH 11 (u 1 , u 2 ) in the integrand for the octagon, eq. (1.20), times the factors Pf(u 1 )Pf(u 2 ),
(2.12)
• For general n the pfaffian of K n is given by the product
Hence the measure dµ(u) is given by the measure (1.19) stripped from the first factor. Now let us consider the complete sum. In order to include the bound states, we have upgraded the continuous variable u ∈ R to a pair (u, a) ∈ R × N. Instead of the 2 × 2 matrix kernel K(u 1 , u 2 ) defined on R ×2 , eq. (2.7), we have to deal with the 2 × 2 matrix kernel K(u 1 , a 1 ; a 2 , u 2 ) defined on (R × N) ×2 and having matrix elements
14)
The functions x [±a] = x(u ± ia/2) are taken in the first sheet, where |x(u)| > 1. The pfaffians for one-and two-particle states are
The pfaffian for a single particle gives a piece of the measure (1.19). Let us denote the remaining piece by ω(u, a):
(2.16)
Now we are able to formulate the exact claim. The expansion of the octagon (1.26) as a sum of two Fredholm pfaffians
with the integration measure given by
In view of the subsequent analysis, it will be important that the integration measure (2.18) can be written in a factorised form 19) with the function Ω (u) defined as
To summarise, the expansion (1.26) of the octagon sums up to a Fredholm pfaffian which by (2.5) is a square root of a Fredholm determinant,
with the matrix elements of the kernel K defined in (2.14) and the integration measure given by (2.19)-(2.20).
Summing up the bound states
In order to perform the sum over the bound states it is more convenient to start with the determinant representation in the second line of (2.21),
with
).
(2.23)
The factors ε j come from J ε,−ε = ε, J ε,ε = 0, ε = ±. We will take advantage of the fact that the elements of the matrix kernel (2.14) are obtained by shifting the arguments of the scalar kernel (2.8). This will allow us to replace the sum over the labels a j by an appropriate difference operator. This is not unrelated to the fact that the sum over the psu(2|2) characters gives the generating function (1.25). We will obtain the same generating function, but with t replaced by i∂ u .
First we notice that the integrand is analytic in the strip −a j /2 < Im(u j ) < a j /2, which allows us to displace the contour for u j by −iε j (a j − )/2. Here is a small positive quantity which will be sent to 0 in the final expression. We will keep it finite during the computation because it indicates whether we are above or below the real axis on which x(u) has a cut. The displacement of the contours can be compensated by shifts of the variables u j → u j + iε j a j /2. As a result of this manipulation the integrand for the n-th term takes the form
where the non-flat part of the measure is absorbed in the kernel by dressing it with two factors (2.20),
The advantage of this rewriting is that now the multiple sums over the bound state labels a 1 , ..., a n in the cyclic integral decouples. The sum over each label a j can be most easily performed by introducing the shift operator D u j with the result being a difference operator acting onK(u j−1 , u j ).
In this way we traded the multiple sum over the bound state labels for a more complicated 2 × 2 matrix kernel K = {K ,δ } ,δ=± whose matrix elements are
The action of the operator function in the last line is well defined for any > 0. Returning to the series (2.23), we write it as the logarithm of a Fredholm determinant of the 2 × 2 matrix kernel J K 27) and respectively for the octagon
The corresponding pfaffian representation is
From Fredholm kernel to a semi-infinite matrix
Our next goal is to perform the multiple cyclic integrations. This can be done by breaking the cyclic integral into a sum of products of independent integrals. The formula we are going to obtain is an infinite-dimensional version of the Pfaffian integration iheorem [16, 17] . The idea is simple. We will expand the scalar kernel (2.8) in a complete set of harmonic functions on the Zhukovsky Riemann surface, which will allow us to disentangle the multiple integrals in (2.27) and represent the Fredholm pfaffian as the Pfafian of a semi-infinite skew-symmetric matrix.
The mode expansion of the scalar kernel K reads for |x| > 1 and |y| > 1
We will denote by C the semi-infinite antisymmetric matrix with elements C nm . Assuming that the variables u and v are in the first sheet (|x| > 1, |y| > 1), we represent the dressed kernelK, eq. (2.25), as a double seriesK
with the functions Ω j (u) defined by (2.20) . The kernel (2.26) expands in a similar way,
The operator sandwiched between the two Ω-functions is obtained as in (2.26) . The only subtlety is that when δ = −, it represents a power series of D −1 which shifts by −i/2. After expanding in this way the kernels in the n-th term of the series (2.27), the chain of n entangled integrals decouple into a sum of products of n simple integrals. The exponents S ± take the form
where K is a semi-infinite skew-symmetric matrix with matrix elements (m, n ≥ 0)
The above procedure is nothing but a change of the basis for the operator representing the Fredholm kernel. The determinantal representation (2.28) takes in the new discrete basis the form
and the corresponding pfaffian formula is 6
. (2.37)
(2.38) 6 If we approximate the Fredholm kernel with a degenerate one obtained by truncating the sum in (2.30
Integral representation for the matrix elements
The operator expression (2.35) for the elements of the matrix K can be transformed into an integral by a Fourrier transformation,
(2.40)
These integrals are computed by residues,
The Heaviside functions α(τ ± ) give a restriction of the lower bound in the integral in (2.39) to t = |ξ|. Hence the representation (1.30) of the matrix as an integral of a product of Bessel functions, which we write again for convenience,
This completes the derivation of our main formula (1.28).
The perturbative octagon
Throughout this section we will assume that we are in the weak coupling regime. Within the perturbative expansion we are going to render the representation (1.28)-(1.30) more explicit and show that it matches the weak coupling results in [2, 18] . For that we need to compute the perturbative expansion for the matrix elements K mn .
Weak coupling expansion of the matrix K
In [2] it is claimed that the dependence of the octagon on the positions and on the polarisations of the four operators is only through the j-loop ladder integrals, which are evaluated as linear combinations of polylogarithms [?] 7
In Appendix A we obtain for the matrix elements (1.30) a double expansion in ladder integrals f k and the parameter ξ = − log √ zz,
The terms with nontrivial powers of ξ are not consistent with the crossing invariance of the 4-point function. Fortunately it turns out that they do not show up in the traces tr[(CK) n ]. The redundant ξ-dependence of the expansion (3.2) seems to be an artefact of the choice of the basis (2.30). That is, there is a rotation OCKO −1 which kills all the dependence on ξ of the matrix elements, while preserving all traces. Assuming that this is the case, we replace the series for K n,m with the truncated series obtained by removing all terms with non-trivial powers of ξ. 8 Let us denote the truncated series by K • n,m . For even values of r all powers of ξ in (3.2) are nontrivial and we get
For odd powers of r we denote r = 2s − 1 with s ≥ 1. Retaining from the sum in the second line of (3.2) only the term with k = (r + 1)/2 = s we get
, in order to obtain the perturbative series of the octagon up to g 4N it is sufficient to replace the semi-infinite matrix matrix K • to a 2N × 2N matrix
The truncated determinant formula (2.36) reproduces the perturbative series for the octagon up to order g 4N ,
. 
The perturbative octagon as a determinant
The formula (3.6) can be made aesthetically and conceptually more attractive if we repackage the 2N × 2N matrices C 2N ×2N and K 2N ×2N in (3.6) as the N × N matrices
Then due to (3.3) we have tr[(CK • ) n ] = 2 tr[(CK) n ] and for any "cutoff" N the following identity holds,
The determinant formula for the perturbative octagon now takes the form 9
where the matrix elements of R = −e ξ CK are given by a linear combination of ladders with rational coefficients,
(3.10)
Expansion to nine loops
In order to compare with the nine-loop result obtained in [2] by direct computation of the multiple integrals in the octagon series, we need to expand the determinant in (3.9) for = 0 with N = 5,
288 f 5 g 10 − with 12) which matches completely the result obtained in [2] .
Fishnets
In [18] , the octagon was expanded in a basis of minors of the matrix (1.4). In particular, the lowest loop order n-particle contribution is proportional to the determinant of the matrix (1.4) restricted to the first n rows and columns, which has been identified in [19] with the Feynman integral for an n × n fishnet,
This property of the octagon is obvious from our determinant representation (3.9), which can be written as a sum over minors of the matrix R, eq. (1.34),
(3.14)
Indeed, to the lowest order the determinant of the matrix R N ×N is given by the fishnet integral normalised as in (3.13),
3.5 The null-square limit
Here we check that the logarithm of the octagon in the light cone limit z → 0, 1/z → 0 takes the form (1.36) claimed in [18] . We reproduce this behavior from our determinant formula (3.9). The light cone limit corresponds to large imaginary values of the angle φ. It is convenient to parametrise z andz with the variable y = i(π − φ) → ∞,
The light cone limit corresponds to y → +∞. Furthermore in the light cone limit λ ± = −e y , X n = (−1) n e ny e −nξ =z n , and the logarithm of the octagon is log O =0 = tr log(1 +zR) =z trR −z Take the matrix R for = 0, 18) and substitute the expansion of the ladders in the light cone limit [?]
where −v = −(1 − z)(1 −z) →z = −e y+ξ . E.g.
etc. In generalzf n is a polynomial in y and ξ of degree 2n.
If we want to evaluateΓ(g) to N loops, we compute the expansion of the first 2N terms of the series (3.17) with the matrix R truncated to N × N ,
Taking N = 10 we find, with the help of Mathematica, an expression which is of the form (1.36)
withΓ given by (1.38).
CFT representation
An important property of the sum over virtual particles used to solder the two hexagons into an octagon, eq. (1.17), is that the scattering of each particle with the other particles is taken into account by a local weight factor. As a consequence, the two-particle interaction is symmetric and the grand canonical sum can be mapped onto a Coulomb gas of dipole charges. We will show that this Coulomb gas appears as the expansion of a certain expectation value in a theory of a twisted chiral boson defined on the Zhukovsky plane. The twisted boson changes sign every time it circles one of the two branch points at u = ±2g. We will also show that the vertex operators of the bosonic field can be mapped to bilinears of real fermions.
The octagon in terms of a free chiral boson
We introduce a chiral gaussian field ϕ(u) defined on the Zhukovsky plane. The field is defined in terms of a mode expansion over a complete set of functions ψ n (u) = x(u) n (n ≥ 1), where x = x(u) is the Zhukovsky map u → x(u),
The Fock space is build on the vacuum states 0| and |0 with the properties
so that the two-point function is
Let us denote by ϕ (ε) (u) , ε = ±1 , the value of the gaussian field on each of the two sheets of the Riemann surface with a cut [−2g, 2g]. The mode decomposition for ϕ (−) (u) is given by (4.1) with x → 1/x. The 2-point functions of the pair of fields ϕ (ε) (u) are given by
The monodromy around a branch point exchanges ϕ (+) (u) and ϕ (−) (u) and is diagonalised by
We will call the field φ, antisymmetric with respect to the inversion x → 1/x, twisted and the fieldφ untwisted. The two-point function of the twisted field is
= ln
x−y xy−1 (4.7)
while the two-point function of the untwisted field is For any operator made out of the oscillators (4.2) we define another vacuum expectation value as
Furthermore define the operator 10
so that expectation value (4.11) of the vertex operator is exactly the function Ω (u) defined in (2.20) ,
Φc(u) (4.14)
while the two-point function reproduces the scalar kernel (2.8),
: e Φ(u) ::
The integration measure (1.18) is given by 10 The shift of the gaussian field seems somewhat ad hoc. It can be obtained by defining the vertex operator without normal ordering and computing the singular part by point splitting by ε,
Real fermion
The exponential field
behaves as a real fermion. The correlation function of 2n such fermions is the pfaffian of the two-point functions
The series (2.23) gives the free energy of these fermions. Thefree energy is the sum of all fermionic loops (the factor 1/2 reflects the fact that the fermionic lines are non-oriented).
The analytic field Ψ(u) is completely determined by the mode expansion
where C mn is given by (1.29) . Indeed, we have
The quadratic form in the exponent becomes in the discrete basis
with K mn given by (2.35). In terms of the discrete fermionic modes the operator expression of the octagon reproduces the pfaffian representation of the octagon (2.37),
(4.23)
If the expectation value is understood as an integral over real grassmanian variables, then the first term of the pfaffian comes from the matrix of the quadratic form which produces the correlator (4.20).
Conclusions
In this paper we give an explicit expression for the octagon form factor, which is the building block in the construction of the class of four-point functions of heavy half-BPS operators considered in [2] .
As it was recently discovered in [13] , the higher terms in the 1/N c expansion of these functions can be expressed in terms of the octagon as well. Our main result is the determinant formula for the octagon form factor, eq. (2.36), for any value of the gauge coupling. In this way the computation of the octagon is reduced to that of a single integral, eq. (1.30). The structure of this integral reminds the one for the generating function for the ladder Feynman integrals [26] . 11 At weak coupling the traces (2.34) computed with the integral in question are linear combinations of products of ladder integrals. 12 Our weak-coupling determinant formula, eqs. (1.33)-(1.34), provides an analytic expression for the coefficients in the complete perturbative expansion of the octagon (1.2). The perturbative expansion of the octagon is expressed in terms of ladder integrals and at each order satisfies the maximal transcendentality requirement.
The expansion of the octagon in ladders can be arranged, as pointed out by Coronado [18] , as a linear combination of minors of the matrix of ladders (1.4). The set of linearly independent minors chosen in [18] and called there Steinmann basis is made of minors having subsequent indices in the vertical direction. The expansion of the octagon in minors is a direct consequence of our determinant representation (3.9)-(1.34) when written in the form (3.14) .
We hope that the determinant formula (2.36) could give for the first time analytic access to the correlation functions at finite g. It is likely that for the generic choice of the parameters one can truncate the matrix CK to an N × N matrix with exponentially small in N accuracy. The CFT representation of section 5 in terms of free bosons of fermions is potentially useful in exploring the strong coupling regime, along the lines of [22] . The strong coupling expression should be given by the functional determinant of the quantum spectral curve in the sense discussed in [22] . applied for a = p + m + . Then changing the variable s → s + r − 2k + 1 the sum over s in (A.4) reproduces the ladder integral combination (3.1) and we obtain (3.2).
